Name: Kong Vang

Role in SUTR (please circle one): Mentor Graduate Resident Other

If teaching, # of years teaching: 15

What is the most rewarding thing about being a teacher?

The most rewarding thing about being a teacher is seeing the students out in public (especially as young adults). They always show how appreciative they are of you as their teacher, even if the real "trouble makers" put a big smile on their face when they see you.
Name: Ashley Schoen

Role in SUTR (please circle one): Mentor Graduate Resident Other

If teaching, # of years teaching: 1

What is the most rewarding thing about being a teacher?

It is so rewarding watching the growth of the little lives we impact on a daily basis..... knowing we are shaping the future!
Name: Ray Vang

Role in SUTR (please circle one): Mentor Graduate Resident Other

If teaching, # of years teaching: First year

What is the most rewarding thing about being a teacher?

Building relationships
Name: Leah Junker

Role in SUTR (please circle one): Mentor Graduate Resident Other

If teaching, # of years teaching: (this year)

What is the most rewarding thing about being a teacher?

The most rewarding part is seeing my classroom community everyday. I love the smiles, hugs, and moments during the day when students have that "ah-ha!"
Name: Lizz Thao

Role in SUTR (please circle one): Mentor  Graduate  Resident  Other

If teaching, # of years teaching: 3rd year

What is the most rewarding thing about being a teacher?

Knowing that every single day, regardless of how the day went, I have made a difference in a child’s life.
Name: Joe Mahasangham

Role in SUTR (please circle one): Mentor Graduate Resident Other

If teaching, # of years teaching: 1

What is the most rewarding thing about being a teacher?

Laughing and smiling with students after their "aha" moments! Learning moments! Teaching moments.
Name: Gau Lee

Role in SUTR (please circle one): Mentor Graduate Resident Other

If teaching, # of years teaching: 1

What is the most rewarding thing about being a teacher?

Seeing the students grow in their academics.
Name: Ashley Jensen

Role in SUTR (please circle one): Mentor Graduate Resident Other

If teaching, # of years teaching: 1

What is the most rewarding thing about being a teacher?

Being able to connect students' interest to learning - learning personal interests about kids and using it to bring lessons alive for them.
Name: John McDermott

Role in SUTR (please circle one): Mentor Graduate Resident Other

If teaching, # of years teaching: 1

What is the most rewarding thing about being a teacher?
Seeing growth seeing growth seeing growth
Name: Laura Madsen
Role in SUTR (please circle one): Mentor Graduate Resident Other
If teaching, # of years teaching: 2

What is the most rewarding thing about being a teacher?
Watching students feel proud of their own accomplishments